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ISLAMIC UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY (IUT)
ORGANISATION OF ISLAMIC COOPERATION (OIC)

DEPARTMENT OF BtSINESS AND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT

Mid-Semester Examination
Course No. : BTIVI 4505
Course Title : Marketing Management

Winter Semester. A. Y. 2022-2023

Time : 1.5 hours
Full Marks : 75

Answer all 3 (three) questions. All questions carry equal marks. Marks of each question and correspondlng

CO and PO are written in the right margin with brackets.

1. a) Define Holistic Marketing concept and describe its pillars. Identify the value

propositions9 core needs, five types of specific needs. and market definition of Apple I-

phone 14 or Samsung Ultra S-23 (only one product)

12 (COI)
(PO 1 )

b) IdentiB' the types of demand and describe demand management strategies for each of

the following products :
i. LSD Drug v. Football Jersey

ii. IPL Ticket vi. Mango from Rajshahi
iii. Typewriter vii. Dental work
iv. Hyper loop viii. New irrigation technology

13 (COI)
(PO 1 )

2 a)

b)

Think about a particular group company of your choice (e.g., Megna Group or BMC
or any other that you prefer). Identify different SBUs of that company and describe how
you can allocate resources among those SBUs using GE/McKinsey Matrix

What is the core competency of Walton? Discuss the current trends in the demographic,

economic. technological, and cultural environment of Bangladesh of which marketers
need to be aware of and provide examples of company’s responses to these trends.

11 (COI)
(PO 1 )

14 (c02)
(P02)

3 Read the following case on Samsung and answer the relevant questions attached: 25 (c02)
(P02)

Samsung
Korean consumer electronics giant Samsung has made a remarkable transformation

since its founding in 1938. Originally created as an exporter of dried Korean fish,
vegetables. and fruit. the company evolved into a provider of value-priced commodity
products during the 1970s and 1980s that original equipment manufacturers (OEMs)

sold under their own brands. When Samsung’s founder passed away in 1987, his son

Kun-Hee Lee succeeded him and restructured the company with the goal of becoming

one of the world's top electronic companies.

Samsung initially focused on volume and market domination rather than profitability.
During the Asian financial crisis of the late 1990s, other Korean chaebols or
conglomerates collapsed beneath a mountain of debt, but Samsung took a different
approach. The company cut costs and refocused its vision on product quality, complete
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Requirements :

1 What are some of Samsung’s greatest competitive strengths? What

buying factors are most likely to innuence consumers to purchase
different electronic products from Samsung?

Apple. as the market challenger, wants to increase its market share

by beating Samsung. What strategIes do you think Apple should take
and how should it implement them?
If Samsung wants to maintain its market leader position for the next

20 years, what should they do and how should theY do It?

11

ill
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